
Weighted residual statement:

This is the basis of the weighted residual methods (including FEM)
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Residual = error

All residuals are zero for the exact solution
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Reminder: 

Strong form: Anything that is "strongly" satisfied at all points (either inside for PDE or 
on boundary for BCs)

Weak form: Any statement written in integral form
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Motivation:

Why WR statement is useful?
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2nd point in relation to solving an approximate solution

The idea that if a function satisfies WR for all weight functions must be the solution has profound practical importance:

Eventually in numerical setting we only satisfy WR for a finite number of weight functions (e.g. 1000) because we only have that 
number of unknowns through the approximate solution we are trying to find.

The hope is that as number of w goes to infinity (e.g. we get close to the actual continuum WR statement) the approximate 
solution tend to the exact solution. This in fact is the case and a part of the proof has to do with WR statement that stated for 
infinite weights (all weights) the solution of the WR statement is in fact the exact solution. So as n (number of unknowns/weights) 
increases in numerical setting we approach continuum WR solution which is nothing but the exact solution to the problem!

How WR => exact solution proof works
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Now we focus on weights that are zero only on 

And show Rf is zero in a similar fashion.

Many different numerical methods are formulated by choosing which errors (residuals) 
are satisfied strongly and which ones are satisfied weakly.

- Strongly satisfy Essential BCs
- Weakly (meaning by WR method) satisfy Natural BC and PDE

For example in conventional FEMs we

Motivation:
Why in conventional FEMs we strongly satisfy essential BC?

Example from beam problem
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Now that we have all the weights and residuals we can write the weighted residual 
statement
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The challenge of having high differentiation in
WR is that eventually the functions that we choose
to approximate the solution should have that many
derivatives. However, these functions in FEMs are 
formed as piece-wise polynomial functions (one 
polynomial per element) which makes it difficult to 
accommodate having such high number of 
differentiation.

For example for a piece-wise linear solution we do not 
even have first derivative at all points and second 
derivative does not exist similarly.

For the beam problem discussed above we need 4 
derivatives on solution y which makes forming these 
piecewise polynomials even more difficult because at 
Element boundaries they need higher level of 
continuity
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The challenge of having many derivatives for y and w is that forming functions that 
have so many derivatives in piecewise polynomial space that is used for FEM is very 
difficult!

How can we fix this problem?
Step 1. get red of essential BC in WR so that the order of derivatives of w decreases
(we need to instead satisfy them strongly)

Then we get

Step 2: Next class
Use integration by parts to transfer derivatives 
from solution y to weight w
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